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Handcrafted
Bespoke
Garden
Products







A Small Family Run Business.
Individually Handcrafted To Order.
All Handmade With Love In Lincolnshire, England.


About Us					





[image: Bespoke wooden garden obelisk design hand painted in Lincolnshire, England, UK using Farrow & Ball exterior eggshell paint. Uniquely crafted using sustainable FSC certified timber / wood. Available in a range of sizes including 5ft (5 foot), 6ft (6 foot) and 7ft (7 foot) as well as trellised design, 8ft design available on request. We sell small garden obelisk, large garden obelisk and tall garden obelisk, The wooden obelisk design is different to Argos, B&M, ALDI, homebase, dobbies, gardman, home bargains, pets at home, B&Q, b & q, amazon, M&S, Robert dyas, rspb, ikea, john lewis, rhs, gumtree, asda, argos, wilkinsons, kingfisher, the garden obelisk company, QVC or any other garden centre. We are an online only store and we are not on the high street. We also have outlet shops across etsy and ebay UK. Not made from metal or copper. Our design plan, dimensions and height are suitable for climbing plants including Roses, sweet peas and is freestanding and a perfect gift for garden lovers. Wooden garden obelisk assembly free and no set up required. Visit out gallery to see all the wooden obelisk images. Wooden obelisk / garden obelisk delivered ready assembled. Perfect bird table for your garden, choice of ball, acorn and unique finial. Designs include Windsor wooden obelisk and Buckingham wooden obelisk. A smart English garden eiffel obelisk. Can be purchased as a set of 3 for your garden.]

[image: Bespoke wooden birdbox / birdhouse design hand painted in Lincolnshire, England, UK using Farrow & Ball exterior eggshell paint or external Varnish. Uniquely crafted using sustainable FSC certified timber / wood. Available in a range of colours including varnish and unpainted to allow you to paint your own birdhouse. This will prevent the how to make your own birdhouse or how to make your own birdbox question. Birdbox camera not included, birdhouse camera not included. The birdbox design is different to Argos, B&M, ALDI, homebase, dobbies, gardman, home bargains, pets at home, B&Q, b & q, amazon, M&S, Robert dyas, rspb, ikea, john lewis, rhs, gumtree, asda, argos, wilkinsons, kingfisher, the garden obelisk company, QVC or any other garden centre. We are an online only store and we are not on the high street. We also have outlet shops across etsy and ebay UK. Not made from metal or copper. Our design plan, dimensions and height are suitable for small birds including blue tits, grey tits, Goldfinch, house sparrow, Chaffinch, Long-tailed tit, siskin and Robin. Amendments on request can be made for titcotes. Bespoke wooden birdhouses and birdboxes are assembly free and no set up required. Visit our gallery to see all the bespoke wooden birdhouse images. Dovecotes are hand delivered ready assembled. Perfect birdhouses for your garden. Designs include Lyndhurst wooden birdhouse, Stamford wooden birdbox and Burley birdbox. With wooden roof.]

[image: Bespoke wooden garden obelisk design hand painted in Lincolnshire, England, UK using Farrow & Ball exterior eggshell paint. Uniquely crafted using sustainable FSC certified timber / wood. Available in a range of sizes including 5ft (5 foot), 6ft (6 foot) and 7ft (7 foot) as well as trellised design, 8ft design available on request. We sell small garden obelisk, large garden obelisk and tall garden obelisk, The wooden obelisk design is different to Argos, B&M, ALDI, homebase, dobbies, gardman, home bargains, pets at home, B&Q, b & q, amazon, M&S, Robert dyas, rspb, ikea, john lewis, rhs, gumtree, asda, argos, wilkinsons, kingfisher, the garden obelisk company, QVC or any other garden centre. We are an online only store and we are not on the high street. We also have outlet shops across etsy and ebay UK. Not made from metal or copper. Our design plan, dimensions and height are suitable for climbing plants including Roses, sweet peas and is freestanding and a perfect gift for garden lovers. Wooden garden obelisk assembly free and no set up required. Visit out gallery to see all the wooden obelisk images. Wooden obelisk / garden obelisk delivered ready assembled. Perfect bird table for your garden, choice of ball, acorn and unique finial. Designs include Windsor wooden obelisk and Buckingham wooden obelisk. A smart English garden eiffel obelisk. Can be purchased as a set of 3 for your garden.]

[image: Robinson Garden is an established family business located in the heart of Lincolnshire, England. We uniquely handcraft bespoke garden products via traditional methods using the highest quality sustainably sourced materials. All of our products are also carefully hand painted using exterior eggshell Farrow and Ball Paint. We also proudly use reclaimed Welsh slate on all of our slated products.  Truly Bespoke Garden Products are at the heart of Robinson Garden’s heritage and future vision. In our workshop, the in-house carpenter represents the best of the carpentry profession, translating it into a personal service for our clients.  Bird tables – Our unique and hand crafted bird table / bird houses offers that perfect feeding station for the local birds. These strong and sturdy bird tables can be purchased in a range of different designs and colours. The Beaulieu bird table is an elegant design slate roof ridges. The Basil bird table come with lead roof ridges. The Montague bird table is finely crafted with a wooden roof. Wooden Obelisks - Our range of wooden obelisks are designed for climbing plants to take full advantage of the obelisk structure. They can be purchased in a range of designs including a trellis design. Seated Arbour - Our wooden seated arbours are a truly elegant addition to your garden. Offering a two seater retreat complete with shelter and storage. Bird boxes / Nest boxes- Our range of bird boxes and nest boxes provide the ideal home for a wide range of small local birds including robins, blue tits and goldfinches. These can be purchased in a wide range of Farrow and Ball colours. Dovecotes - The ideal home for wild and home doves our range of bespoke wooden dovecotes provide a truly elegant look to your garden as well as offering the perfect retreat for your feathered friends.]
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Create Your Perfect Outdoor Retreat					




Why 
Choose 

Robinson Garden?


Here are a few reasons why we think you should choose us for your next bespoke garden products.





				


Hand Painted using Farrow & Ball and Little Greene Paint					

Beautifully finished using exterior eggshell paint.






				


Hand Delivery Service*					

Delivered by our in-house carpenters






				


Family Run Business					

Based in the Heart of Lincolnshire, England.






				


fSB Certified Timber					

Handpicked from our local timber merchant






				


No Assembly Required*					

Hand delivered fully assembled, ready to use and packaging free! *Excludes Dovecotes






				


Handmade in Britain					

Handcrafted with love, care and attention to detail!













NEVER Off The Shelf Products					




Bespoke Made to Order


Due to the nature of the bespoke wooden garden products that we handcraft, we do not offer an off-the-shelf service but provide high-quality, made-to-order items.





Learn More







Our Handcrafted Products





Shop Now















Bird tables					














Dovecotes					














Wooden Obelisks					














Dog Kennels					
















Bird Nesting Boxes					














Wooden Mice					













Finials					
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successful projects & satisfied clients.










































"We received the Beaulieu Bird Table last week. It is the nicest bird table have ever seen. We are really pleased with it. It is beautifully made. Dominic and hit team were really helpful. The table was delivered fully erected. I know some bird tables you order online have to be put together by the end user. I would recommend Robinson Garden to anyone looking for a top quality bird table!"


Tracy BProud owner of the Beaulieu Bird Table



"Gorgeous Bird Table! We absolutely love it. Very timely hand delivery too. Really pleased."


Stacey SProud owner of the Beaulieu Bird Table



"The Bird table was a gift for my parents. It was hand delivered ahead of the planned delivery time and my parents are absolutely thrilled with it. It is of very high quality, sturdy enough so it doesn't blow over in the recent gales we have been experiencing and is beautifully hand crafted. My mother was particularly impressed with the acorn on the top and the lovely touch of a small mouse too! Thank you very much Dominic and the Team. I am very tempted to buy myself one now!"


Caroline M.Proud owner of the Beaulieu Bird Table



"I received my bird table as a gift from the pupils of my school when I left after a long time working there. It is entirely suitable gift. The table is beautifully crafted. I love the slate roof and the quality of the finish to all the woodwork, not just the Farrow & Ball painted finish which is exquisite, our also the actual woodwork crafting and of course that little mouse. It stands proudly in my garden - for a while I've been considering some sort of centre piece for the garden and I don't need to look any longer. Friends checking my photos are (rightly) also impressed. Thank you for the labour of love!"


John D.Proud owner of the Beaulieu Bird Table



"I purchased the Windsor Wooden Obelisk 7ft in French Gray for my climbing rose in my front cottage garden. I am absolutely delighted with it. The service was great and it was delivered as promised on the correct day and time. It is attracting lots of attention from passers by. The obelisk is stunning and looks fabulous mixed in with my roses. The quality of the craftsmanship is excellent and well worth the price for a handmade item. I will be ordering more soon for my back garden as it is so nice."


Kiri D.Proud owner of the Windsor Wooden Obelisk









"Thank you SO much for the wonderful bird table. It is now opposite the kitchen window and has hugely improved the view. We are so grateful and will gladly explain where it came from to all admiring friends. With every best wish from us both and, again, many thanks. Alan and Alison Titchmarsh"

Alan TitchmarshProud owner of the Beaulieu Bird Table

[image: Alan Titchmarsh - Proud owner of the Robinson Garden Beaulieu Bird Table]
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The Best Binoculars for Bird Watching in the UK: Hints and Tips			


Read More »		

[image: 24 of the Best Climbing plants for your wooden garden obelisks and garden!]




24 of the Best Climbing plants for your wooden garden obelisks and garden!			


Read More »		

[image: Erecting your Dovecote - How to assemble your ground fixed Dovecote and Freestanding Dovecote]




Simple 7 Step guide to Erecting your Dovecote! How to guide to installing a Free-standing and Ground Fixed Dovecotes for your garden			


Read More »		
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Unlock the Secret to a Bird Lover’s Paradise: An In-Depth Guide for Attracting Wild Birds to Your Garden, Bird Table, and Bird House			


Read More »		

[image: Dog Walking and frequency of Dog Walks is something that very few people want to talk about. But at the same time, it's something everyone's been thinking about once they get a new dog. How often should I walk my Dog?]




Dog Walking: How often should I walk my Dog? Simple Guide on the recommended amount of walks for the most popular dog breeds			


Read More »		

[image: Product Care Guide for your bespoke garden products - Steps to keep your garden furniture in top condition during the year!]




Product Care Guide for your bespoke garden products – Simple steps to keep your garden furniture in top condition during the 4 Seasons!			


Read More »		

[image: 5 Simple ways to quickly reduce your pet's carbon pawprint! Steps to help the environment and reduce your household carbon footprint!]




5 Simple ways to quickly reduce your pets carbon footprint! Steps to help the environment and reduce your household carbon footprint!			


Read More »		
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How to keep your dog safe from pet theft – How to prevent your dog from being stolen and what to do if your dog is lost or stolen!			


Read More »		
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3 things you should look out for on your winter walks this year			


Read More »		
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept AllReject All


Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__stripe_mid	1 year	Stripe sets this cookie cookie to process payments.
	__stripe_sid	30 minutes	Stripe sets this cookie cookie to process payments.
	_GRECAPTCHA	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by the Google recaptcha service to identify bots to protect the website against malicious spam attacks.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	csrftoken	1 year	This cookie is associated with Django web development platform for python. Used to help protect the website against Cross-Site Request Forgery attacks
	elementor	never	This cookie is used by the website's WordPress theme. It allows the website owner to implement or change the website's content in real-time.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.







Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_auth	1 year	This cookie is set by Pinterest that collects statistical details to track the use of its services.
	_pinterest_referrer	5 minutes	This cookie is set by Pinterest to track the use of its services.
	_pinterest_sess	1 year	This cookie is set by Pinterest that collects statistical details to track the use of its services.
	_routing_id	session	This cookie is set by Pinterest that collects statistical details to track the use of its services.
	nlbi_275317	session	SiteLock sets this cookie to deliver cloud-based website security services.
	visid_incap_275317	1 year	A cookie set by SiteLock, which provides cloud-based website security services.







Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_gat	1 minute	This cookie is installed by Google Universal Analytics to restrain request rate and thus limit the collection of data on high traffic sites.







Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__gads	1 year 24 days	The __gads cookie, set by Google, is stored under DoubleClick domain and tracks the number of times users see an advert, measures the success of the campaign and calculates its revenue. This cookie can only be read from the domain they are set on and will not track any data while browsing through other sites.
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_60511873_1	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.







Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	NID	6 months	NID cookie, set by Google, is used for advertising purposes; to limit the number of times the user sees an ad, to mute unwanted ads, and to measure the effectiveness of ads.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.







Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	___utmvaVEuykvY	session	No description
	___utmvbVEuykvY	session	No description
	___utmvmVEuykvY	session	No description
	_pin_unauth	1 year	This cookie is placed by Pinterest Tag when the user cannot be matched. It contains a unique UUID to group actions across pages.
	_pinterest_ct_ua	1 year	No description available.
	FCNEC	1 year	No description
	incap_ses_454_275317	session	No description
	m	2 years	No description available.
	wp_woocommerce_session_072fbbf2c1b909d314df726b0ed6c46e	2 days	No description
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